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Social and cultural values were obtained
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to which this information could be used in the

decision makers to identify long-term

adaptation pathway planning process. A total

adaptation plans to manage future flood

of 961 surveys were issued with 322 survey

risks. The framework provides a process for
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local government to further engage with
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how those values might be preserved in a

The final outcome of this research was an

changing world.

adaptation pathway planning framework,

A consultative process supports local

which draws upon three important lessons

knowledge sharing and alignment of

learned from the Tasmanian and Victorian
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dealing with complex wicked problems by

The first innovation was an improvement
to the way adaptation tipping points are
described, by modelling multiple scenarios
and accounting for time-varying risk
factors. This was critical to understanding

building trust amongst participants.
An improved ability to describe adaptation

Second, social values provided insights on
what communities’ value in their everyday
coastal lives, where values were attributed
to natural landscapes and manmade
infrastructure, and for whom sea level rise
and other climate change impacts are
likely to cause the greatest disruption. This
information has potential applications in the
selection of adaptation objectives, design of
adaptation options, evaluation of alternative
pathways and identification of indictors to
monitor changing risk.

enables decision makers to consider more
broadly how societal development, land
use and existing building regulations might
responses could mitigate flood risk and
enhance community wellbeing.
A better understanding of adaptation
tipping points can facilitate more targeted

readily available tools can provide a

exasperation of impacts into the future
due to climate change.
“The use of adaptation pathway
principles provides a structured means

as stimulating meaningful dialogue
between key stakeholders and
potentially impacted community
members.”
– Jon Doole, Manager – Environmental
Services, Kingborough Council,
Tasmania
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